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The business name Sky Pro & Painting and Designed”
does not describe the breadth of the company. The
workers have many skills beyond painting. I used
Skyy to renovate a townhouse top to bottom. The job
entailed exterior wood repairs which required the
removal of an exterior wall and rebuilding it from
insulation to the professional finish work. As my
newly purchased home was in poor shape. Skyy
repaired and repainted the entira interior. Whenever I
asked for design help, Skyy and her team presented
numour design proposals that were wonderful for my
home. Sky renovated bathrooms,bedrooms and a great
room with a 20 food cathedral ceiling. When ever
Skyy saw a possible or actual problem, she would
explain my options to me so we could set a time line.
Skyy is always on time and her crew work cleans up
any refuge from the work. All of Skyy’s Invoices are
detailed and the cost is below the local area. When I
first sent an email to Skyy inquiring of her services,
she called back in minutes. This relationship works
perfectly for me.
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GUILDMEMBER SINCE 2018

As a GuildQuality Guildmember,

Skyy Pro Painting & Design relies on

our customer surveying to help them

deliver an exceptional customer

experience.

We have surveyed customers on

behalf of Skyy Pro Painting & Design

in ., FL; Orlando, FL; and Maitland,

FL.

Visit www.guildquality.com to learn more about the customer feedback in

this report and see the complete profile for Skyy Pro Painting & Design.


